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TRENDETT WYARNS USED:
Transitions Tweed-1/150gr. cake ball
Needles #7

SIZE:  66” wide x 28” long from top to point.

GAUGE: With #7 needle and Transitions Tweed in Zig Zag St.; 20sts x 27rows = 4”.

STITCHES USED:
Garter St.:
Knit every row.

Zig Zag St.:
Row 1: (RS) *M1R,K3, Sl.1 as to Purl,K2-tog, Pass Sl.1 over the K2-tog,K3,M1L,K1* 
Rep *to* as possible.
Row 2: Purl across the row.

Stock St.:
Row 1: (RS) Knit across the row.
Row 2: Purl across the row.

NOTES: Transitions Tweed is a pull skein. The color you start with will be at the top of the shawl. If desired, unzip bag and work skein from outside. Pattern is a multiple of 10sts for each repeat. You will be decreasing every Right Side row losing 1 stitch each side from the repeat. In order to stay in pattern, keep all stitches not in a full repeat of 10sts in Stock St. If it helps, place markers in place for every repeat or simply put a marker at the beginning of the first full repeat and at the end of the last full repeat remembering that all stitches (not including Garter Border) before the first marker and after the last marker are worked in Stock St.

SHAWL: With #7 needle and Transitions Tweed, Cast on 316sts. Work in Garter St. for 5 rows. Change to work as follows:
Row 1: 3sts Garter St., 310sts Zig Zag St., 3sts Garter St.
Row 2: K3, Purl 330sts, K3.
Row 3: (RS) K3, (Decrease first 2sts as SSK)2x, and knit 6sts Stock St.,Place marker. Work 290sts Zig Zag St., Place Marker, Knit 6sts, (Decrease next 2 sts as K2-tog)2x. K3.
Row 4: K3, Purl until 3sts remain. K3.
Row 5: (RS) K3, (Decrease first 2sts as SSK)2x, and knit 4sts Stock St. Work 290sts Zig Zag St. K 4sts Stock St. (Decrease next 2sts as K2-tog)2x,K3.

Continue in this manner working 2 SSK decreases after the first 3sts Garter St. and working 2 K2-tog decreases before the final 3sts Garter St. every RS row to shape the shawl into a triangle. Markers will move in one full repeat once markers hit the Garter St. border. Keep all stitches between the markers in Zig Zag stitch. Watch yarn quantity carefully in order to make sure enough yarn will remain.

Continue until 6sts remain in Garter St. Work remaining 6sts in Garter St. for 3 rows and bind off.
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